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Objective

Atheism in the Arab world became known to a wider public in the last decades. Esp., New Atheism inspired by Atheism of Dawkins et al. is influential among Arab Atheists today. This field of intellectual endeavour is still not well researched. The volume *New Arab Atheism* intends to open up a new field of research.

Recommended Topics

a) the history of Atheism in the modern Arab world, esp., the role of Communist parties
b) Arab Atheism online
c) Arab Atheist publications
d) Visualizing Arab Atheism
e) Arab Atheist videos
f) Arab Atheism in Europe
g) individual testimonies by Arab Atheists
h) a small number of original Arab atheist texts or visual contributions

Submission Procedure

Authors are invited to submit on or before September 15, 2019, a chapter proposal of 1,000 to 2,000 words clearly explaining the mission and concerns of his or her proposed chapter. Authors will be notified by September 30, 2019 about the status of their proposals and sent chapter guidelines. Full chapters are expected to be submitted by December 23, 2019, and all interested authors must consult the guidelines for manuscript submissions prior to submission. All submitted chapters will be reviewed on a peer review basis.
Send the proposals to ruediger.lohlker@univie.ac.at or tamara.abu-hamdeh@univie.ac.at.

Important Dates

- September 15, 2019: Proposal Submission Deadline
- September 30, 2019: Notification of Acceptance
- December 23, 2019: Full Chapter Submission
- December 30, 2019: Review Results Returned
- January 20, 2020: Final Acceptance Notification
- February 26, 2019: Final Chapter Submission